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from Samplers

Remembered

Emma Rake’s 1810 “On Easter Day”
From Linda Danielson, reproductionist of Emma’s
beautiful sampler: Oh, how excited I was when I found this
antique sampler, “On Easter Day,” to add to my collection along
with the sampler “On Christmas Day” (see p. 2), which I
purchased a few years ago. Both of these samplers have now been
charted and stitched for others to enjoy. I love seasonal things and
change my décor frequently throughout the year, and of course for
Easter and Christmas these two samplers are center stage and set the
scene for both of these joyous occasions.
I have stitched the model shown on the front cover using the
new 52/60 Lakeside linen and Gloriana Tudor silk thread. You
may want to use this linen, or any linen and thread of your choice
will produce a beautiful sampler.”

Because of the plethora of smaller cuts we currently
have in stock from custom-cutting, beginning with
this month’s Sampler of the Month, we are no
longer providing custom cuts for the Sampler of the
Month but, instead, will provide either a Stitcher’s
Quarter or Stitcher’s Half, depending on the linen
count, design size, and margins you choose.

During April save 15% on 2 of the 3 ‘kit’ parts:

Here it is ~ “On Easter Day” framed and part of our front
display that welcomes you as you come into The Attic!

!

* Chart $15
* Linen ~ Design size:
* 52/60c ~ 7.5 x 11.7 or 8.7 x 10.1 (depending on
the position of the selvage) SQ $30
* 45c ~ 10 x 13.5 ~ SQ $38
* 40c ~ 11.4 x 15.2 ~ SQ $32
* 36c ~ 12.6 x 16.8 ~ SQ $30
* 32c ~ 14.2 x 18.9 ~ SQ $30 (only gives 2”
margins in the width)
* Silks ~
* Gloriana Tudors $68.25 (for 52/60c or 45c)
* Gloriana Classic 12-ply $104
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The verse:
On Easter Day
If angels fung a Saviour’s birth,
On that aufpicious morn,
Then let us imitate their mirth,
Now he again is born.
Himfelf be humbled to the grave,
Made flefh like us; to fhew
That we as certainly fhall have
A refurrection too.

side!

Emma uses the long “s” in her sampler
verse, which, according to the online
Oxford dictionary, is an obsolete form”
and “was used in initial and medial but
not final position in a word, and was
generally abandoned in Englishlanguage printing shortly before 1800.”
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I wish you could see the reproduction and the antique side by side. Fascinating! The
reproduction looks as much like the “real thing” as the antique. It’s also interesting
to see the reproduction and its dimensions as compared to the antique. On the
52/60 linen Linda chose to put the selvage vertical for her reproduction, which is
lovely ~ and makes the reproduction a bit taller. It would be equally beautiful to
place the selvage horizontal and the repro will be a bit wider and shorter. This is the
perfect example of how it frequently doesn’t matter which way the selvage is placed
on this uneven-weave linen. Either way, it will be stunningly beautiful!
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Other Reproductions from Samplers Remembered

A word about these samplers:
“Fiesta,” left, is a fun stitch if you approach it “freely,” as Linda
suggests: abandon the rules of conventional stitching and turn your fabric
as you stitch to complete the alphabets on all four sides ~ and use threads
from your stash if you wish. Linda chose what she describes as a “riot of
thread colors! It reminded me of a fiesta - full of fun and excitement with
every stitch!”
“Elizabeth Barrat,” below left, is Linda’s first reproduction ~ “Chili
Pepper Sampler,” a Mexican sampler, below right, has much of it executed in
the long-arm cross stitch, with the threads buried on the front! ~ the model
of “Christmastime Sampler” is stitched on 30c ~ how fun it would be to
put it on smaller count!
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More Reproductions from Samplers Remembered

On this page are two of my favorites, both of which I’d love to stitch in my
lifetime! The model of Miriam’s sampler is stitched on 28c linen ~ I really
want to see this on a smaller count!
And the beautiful horizontal sampler with the mysterious “Soide
Geronimak” stitched into it I have loved since I first saw it. And now it’s
become even more intriguing, with its very similar heart alphabet to that
found in Luciana’s sampler. And wouldn’t they be stunning hanging
together?! Oh, dear, again I hope for a pill to take the place of sleep so that
I can stitch more!

“French Heart Alphabet & Motif Sampler” $15, 353 x 178

Close-up of Luciana’s similar heart alphabet!

Close-ups showing the unique heart alphabet!
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Sew Darling . . .

As an Attic Addict save 15% in March on:
* Samplers Remembered Charts
* All Hand-Dyed Silks
* All Hand-Dyed Linen

April

Friday, April 18, Spring Lock-In, 6 - 11 ~ We’re bringing back a
fun stitching-with-friends-at-The-Attic night, complete with supper
served at The Gathering Place, chocolate, in-shop Easter egg hunt,
blue-light specials, door prizes & more. Fee $15
Saturday, April 19 ~ Finishing Class for Make-Do
Scissors Case (2013 Attic Soirée project), 1:00-4:00, $20
Sunday, April 27, Sampler Sunday, 1 - 4 ~ Because of the
Easter holiday, this monthly gathering has been postponed until the
4th Sunday of April. Refreshments served. Please register. Fee $10
Saturday, May 3, 10:30-12:30, Beginning Linen This class is
appropriate for both beginning stitchers and anyone wishing to
refine their skills. The class project is Linda/Needlemade
Designs’s Tulip needlebook design, and the $30 fee includes her
expert instruction + materials.
Saturday, May 10, 1:30 - 3:30 Buttons with Julie, $10 In this class Julie will
share her love of buttons. She will cover the history of buttons, as well as how to
identify the materials buttons are made of and their age. Please bring your button
box and she will tell you about your collection, as time permits.
Julie Dearman owned an antique store in Spokane, Washington for 15 years.
She was also an appraiser with the International Society of Appraisers. She
belongs to the National Button Society and the Arizona State Button Society.

August

... a wonderful Attic
exclusive kit coming in
June! A Jackie du Plessis
limited edition that she calls a
needle case, but it will be so
much more, a needlework
accoutrement, a utilitarian
accessory but oh, so
ornamental. Jackie describes
this beautiful project thusly:
The outside of the needle case will
feature wonderful sweet silk stitched red roses with other dainty flowers
and leaves. The interior will be finished with luxury silk fabric. A
tiny silken bag for your treasured thimble or any other trinket can be
fastened, while the second area allows for a needlebook made from
doctor's flannel pages. A special hand-turned wooden spool attaches
to the mid area allowing for fiber or laces to be wrapped and stored
here. The needle case closes and ties with a soft vintage dyed doublesided silken ribbon.
Jackie and John collaborated on this when Jackie was
visiting last November, and I was so excited about it when I
heard them discussing it. It will be a patriotic tribute to
America featuring the rose, which was designated the
official flower and floral emblem of the United States of
America in 1986.
Updated photos as available ~ but feel free to get your
name on our reservations list now!

!

X

6 Summer School at the Attic

fifty shades of red
Fri, August 1 ~ Sun, August 3, Our 2014 Summer Soirée ~ See page 8

Saturday, August 23, St. Charles Market Day

November
January 2015

It’s that time of year again, time for the needlework show that we all can attend
without traveling anywhere! Go to this Website now through Tuesday and shop
till you drop, that is, make a list and email or phone with your list and we’ll be
pleased to get it for you! Have your list to us by the close of business Tuesday!

Sherri Jones/Patrick’s Woods Workshops
Nov 7 - 9 ~ See pages 6 & 7
2015 Sampler Symposium plans are in process for this
annual event, Friday, January 16 - Sunday, January 18 ~ and
the NEWS of the DAY: Merry Cox will teach a project as
part of the weekend as well as an optional Monday class!!!!

We still have some BCRF cookbooks left.
Support a great cause (all net proceeds go to breast
cancer research) by buying a copy(s) of the Recipes for
a Cure cookbook for a donation of $14.95 (or more)
with fabulous time-tested recipes as well as
complimentary designs from 11 designers.
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Workshops with Sherri Jones of Patrick’s Woods

Blue Ribbon Sewing Box
Class is
Fu

W

ll ~ Wa
itin
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ist Onmade
This handsome sewingg Lbox
ly
RICK’S
OODS
ESSONS
exclusively for Patrick’s
Woods is an
exquisitely
handcrafted adaptation of an antique sewing
broidery
and fine hand sewing
box. The box is made of fine cherry wood
and measures approx. 6 ¼” wide x 4 ¾” tall
(with legs) and 3 ½” deep. Both sides of the Order form for The Attic Workshop, November, 2014
box open wide for access. The interior is
finished with two silk-lined panels that have
1.
stitched slip pockets. The pockets are
embellished with hem stitching, ribbon
weaving, and embroidered floral sprays.
2.
4.
Smalls include a needlebook, pynkeep, and
3.
berry scissors ornament. Stitches include hem
stitching, long-arm cross, overlap stitch, stem
stitch, tent stitch, and cross stitch1. over
one.for front of box. These are made from the piano end keys, and there are only 2 of
Medallion
these
keysison a piano. Marcy has set aside some of these very special pieces just for us.
The linen is a 32c antique white. The
box
secured with hidden magnets. The bottom of
$90 each
___________
the box is fitted with a silk-lined tool
pad
and
2. Ruler and thread winder set with bird motif.
$66 set
___________
a removable mattress style pyn pillow. (No substitutes please.)
Scrimshaw pieces shown in the photo,
and
3. Thread winder with floral spray.
$38 each
___________
below, not included in the kit, but can be
ordered separately. Workshop Fee $310
4. Thread winder with monogram of your choice.
$38 each
___________
Pre-stitching kits are shipping Please
now;specify. (Alphabet matches stitched alphabet.)
fee must be paid in full prior to kit shipment.
Monogram (one letter please) ___________
Total
___________

T UÄâx e|uuÉÇ fxã|Çz UÉå

x e|uuÉÇ fxã|Çz UÉå
Lesson Proposal

Please mail this form or email your
order
list to
Patrick’s
Woods
August 1,by an antique needlework bag found in the Cotswolds,
The
petite
reticule
style
bag by
is inspired
2014.(Sorry, no additional orders will be taken during or after class.)

From England, With Love

in England, circa 1840. The bag measures approximately 4” tall and is stitched with luscious silk
silver cut beads that closely resemble the
is lined with silk, drawn closed with silk
till A F
ew Op taffeta ribbons. The silk purse strings are threaded through silver rings. The sentimental smalls are
enings
NAME:___________________________________________________________________
inspired
tokens and include a beaded bolster style cushion-scissors rest made with
in Tby
hisVictorian
Cla
pearl cut beads, assheart-and-hand needle keep with the silver cut beads, and a cut paper pinkeep
PATRICK’S WOODS
with a Victorian paper scrap embellishment. Workshop Fee $210
icy blues
mocha browns
and
accented
with
DO NOT SEND ANY MONEY.pearls
THESEinPIECES
WILLand
BE CREATED
FOR YOU
AND
DELIVERED TO YOU AT THE WORKSHOP.
YOURso
TOTAL
IS DUE
AT THE
OF DE- The bag
cut steel beads
popular
with
the TIME
Victorians.
LIVERY.
S THANK YOU!

!

2539 ALBERT DRIVE, SE

GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49506

patricks-woods@sbcglobal.net
uisitely crafted and engineered adaptation of an antique
sewing box. It is
es approx. 6 ¼” wide x 4 ¾” tall (with legs) and 3Kit½”
deep.linen,
Bothsilk
sides
of the
includes
pearls,
silk floss, silk lining fabric, silk taffeta ribbons, beads, perforated paper,
ished with two silk lined panels that have stitched
slip pockets.
The
pockets wools, lace, needles and templates. Kit does not include glass head
Victorian
style scrap,
Ultrasuede,
weaving and embroidered floral sprays. The bottom
of the
is scraps
fittedwill
with
a A large variety of old and reproduction scraps will be presented for
straight
pins.box
Paper
vary.
personal
choice.
style pyn pillow. Smalls include a needle book, pyn
keep
and berry scissors
ng arm cross, overlap stitch, stem stitch, tent stitch and cross stitch over one.
ox is secured with hidden magnets. Class time will
be divided
Students
will needbetween
to bring to class basic sewing supplies, plus perforated paper cutting tool and cutting
the interior panels, so please bring the supplies mat,
listed
below.
paper
scissors, tape measure, straight pins, neutral basting thread, glue pen or stick, double stick

floss, ribbons, interfacing, stiffener, muslin, wool felt,
magnet
buttons
and tapestry
tape,
and twisted
cording
tool. For the best perforated paper cutting tool, Sherri recommends an X-Acto
t included, but can be ordered separately.
X3000 knife or X2000 knife with a NEW blade. Or, if paper cutting scissors are preferred, the Dr. Slick
Microtip Arrow, 3 1⁄2” straight scissors used by anglers for tying flies and available at large sporting
goods stores like Bass Pro Shops or Cabela’s, or online through Amazon and other retailers. If a less
expensive, one-time-use tool is preferred, the Revlon cuticle scissors with precise curved blades will work.

e, pins, sewing needles, marking pencil, and other basic sewing supplies

xes)
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Sunday’s Sherri Jones Workshop

Patriot Patty and her Pin Perch

Still A
Few

Patriot Patty is inspired by the Flapper garter buttons that were popular in
the 1920's. She perches on a navy velvet cushion at one end of the doubled
cushion box. Patty is constructed of vintage French patriotic ribbon, and her face
is printed on fabric, reproduced from a vintage flapper garter button printed on
silk ribbon. The pin box is embellished with motifs inspired by vintage Army and
Navy needle books that were printed after both World Wars. The pin box
measures approximately 6 1⁄2” long by 2” wide and 2” high. There are two velvet
cushions; one at each end of the box. The center opening of the box features a
slip pocket, and will house patriotic smalls. The smalls include two needle keeps,
scissors and a scissors sheath and fob. There will be available for separate purchase
a set of ivory scrimshaw pieces (below right), including two thread winders, a petite
ruler, and a star shaped charm with a monogram. Workshop Fee $195 ~ prestitching kits shipping now; fees must be paid in full prior to kit shipment.

Openin
gs in T
h

is Clas

s

ctàÜ|Éà ctààç tÇw {xÜ c|Ç cxÜv{
Scrim order form for The Attic, November, 2014

Stitches include Cross Stitch, Tent Stitch, Chevron, Rice, Tied Oblong Cross
Stitch, Oblong Cross Stitch, Stem Stitch and Portuguese Knotted Stem Stitch.
Kit includes linen, silk floss, pearl cotton, vintage patriotic ribbon, velvet
ribbon, printed fabric pieces, suede, wool, printed card templates, cotton batting,
interfacing, petite scissors, dipped pins, beads and vintage star sequins.
Students will need to bring to class basic sewing supplies, plus paper scissors,
tape measure, thin sharp sewing needles, sewing needle with an eye large enough
for 4 plies of silk, straight pins, neutral basting thread, glue pen or stick, double
stick tape, and small rotary cutter, mat and ruler set (if you have one), and pliers
for pulling needles.

2.
1.

4.

3.

Registration
andstyle
Hotel
Information
1. Art Deco
thread
winder with patriotic banner.

$40each

___

Registrations for the workshops will be accepted by email only. There are 3 email addresses for me and the shop, and they all
Deco styleand
thread
winder
plane
and flag banner.
$44 each
___
work. To allow time for everyone interested to read 2.
thisArt
newsletter
make
their with
plans,
registration
will open on Thursday,
February 20. Please do not phone the shop to register. We will be happy to answer your questions, but registrations will only be
accepted by email. You may register for up to two workshops and, space permitting, a third workshop. In your email please provide
3. Petite
ruler printed
with pinwheel
flower.
$30 eachby
__
your first, second, and third choices. After the registrations
have been
and putstyle
in date
and time order, you will be notified
email of your workshop registrations and asked to phone our toll-free number with payment information.
Because an email address is needed for each of you to provide additional information along the way, to send you the scrimshaw
button/pendant
with
monogram
of your
$44you
each
___
ordering forms, etc., we are looking to email registration4.asCut
the out
beststar
method
for the entire
process,
to ensure
thatchoice.
we register
for
the proper workshops, most importantly.
Please specify ONE letter choice. Optional: attach to a stick pin with a jump ri
Friday, Blue Ribbon Sewing Box, 2 - 9 PM with an hour break from 5 - 6 PM for dinner.
provided.
Saturday, From England with Love, 9 - 4 PM, with an hour break at lunch
Saturday evening, reception at the shop from 5 - 8 PM,
with dinner___________
served at The Gathering Place next door to the shop
Monogram
Sunday, Patriot Patty, 9 - 4 PM, with an hour break at lunch
Total
___

!

Please
your order
list orduring
mail this
Patrick’s
Woods by Aug
Your registration fees for each workshop include dinner or lunch as
well email
as coffee/tea
breaks
theform
day to
and
a continental
breakfast on Saturday and Sunday, as well as Saturday night
reception
and dinner.
(Sorry,
no additional
orders will be taken during or after class.) DO NOT SEND ANY M

PIECES WILL BE CREATED FOR YOU AND DELIVERED TO YOU AT THE WORKSHOP. YOUR TOTA
All classes will be held in Meeting Rooms A+B at Hyatt
Place
Mesa, where
theyYOU!
have available an Attic Needlework room block
TIME
OF DELIVERY.
THANK
with prices of $104 for King rooms and $114 for Queen/Queen rooms. Here is their Website. Free shuttle service to the shop is
provided (airport transportation is not), so renting a car is really not necessary.
NAME:___________________________________________________________________

PATRICK’S WOODS
The Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
2539 ALBERT DRIVE, SE

GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49506

patricks-woods@sbcglobal.net
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Our 2014 Summer Sampler Soirée

6 Summer School at the Attic

Our Summer School faculty again includes our six
very talented and creative designers in the desert

fifty shades of red
Needlemade Designs’
project in progress.
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(thus the

6 Shades of Red):

Linda/

Samplers Remembered, Gloria/Milady’s
Needle, Vickie & Maegan/NeedleWorkPress,
Linda/Needlemade Designs, Bunny & Apryl/
Priscilla’s Pocket, & Tanya/The Scarlett House.
We had our first planning session earlier this month,
and we are all very excited to invite you to our third
annual Summer School at The Attic.

The project from NeedleWorkPress (Vickie &
Maegan) is inspired by this antique thimble holder.

For your Summer School Tuition of $450 (register by July 1 ~
after July 1 tuition increases to $500 to accommodate lastminute kitting) you will receive six amazing projects, all of
your meals, the opportunity to win some great door prizes,
and more wonderful surprises. Reserve your spot with a $50
nonrefundable deposit, with the balance due by mid-July. This
amazingly reasonable tuition for six lovely projects is only
possible because all of these designers are local and have no
travel expenses (airplane & hotel). Don’t miss out on the
funnest Summer School ever!
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Classes run from 5 PM Friday night, August 1 - Sunday
noon, August 3 at Hyatt Place Mesa. The hotel is offering
us these amazing summer rates (less than last year): $85/night
for both King and Queen/Queen. Call 1.888.HYATT.HP
(1-888-492-8847). Local phone number is 480.969-8200 ~
don’t forget to ask for the “Attic Needlework” group rate. Go
to their Website for more information about their amenities.

New in the Shop
P l u m S t r e e t S a m p l e r ’s “ O n
Prudence” $14 features a verse
that Paulette says “can
sometimes be found on very old
samplers (stitched by very young
girls!), and I love the clever
rhyming of it. I’m dedicating
this sampler to my mother, who
is not only the picture of
discretion, but who also loves
stitched houses of plum.”
The model (303w x 263h) is
stitched on Lakeside’s Vintage
Navy Bean with cotton overdyes,
but of course we had to do a
conversion to silk, right.

The Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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A Word from Rosi ... through Vickie

Sometimes it’s not
about the
The more I work on this sampler, the more I love it!
However, as several of you have asked: WHAT WAS
destination, but
LUCIANA THINKING AS SHE STITCHED? DID SHE
HAVE A GLASS OF WINE ALONG THE WAY? DID
about the friends
SHE WANT TO GO OUT SIDE AND PLAY? Whatever
the answer, she certainly did take liberties, leave things we meet on
unfinished  and,  well,  she  didn’t  color  inside  the  lines.  
This is all good, actually, and makes the sampler fun to the journey.
stitch.  “Not  all  ABC’s  and  123’s,”  as  my  husband  teases.  
So pleased
That  said,  you’ll  notice  that  instead  of  completing  the  
to
entire page 5 (above page 10, where I decided to start),
I moved to the left and worked more on the motifs from meet
page 9 and page 4. AND I LOVE THEM! Take a look at
all of you!
right to see how the colors just pop on the linen. That

Happy April, Stitch-Along Participants,

Por L
uciana D

wheat is spectacular. And the blue in the smaller wheat
stalk and the flower at the bottom of the golden wheat!
Wow!  I  hope  you’re  having  as  much  fun  as  I  am.  There  
is  a  bit  of  frustration,  too,  with  little  Luciana.  She  didn’t  
really like symmetry and the German in me gets a bit
irritated. Like the small wreath at right. It bothers me that
it’s  not  perfect.  But,  when  I  look  at  it  in  the  photo,  it’s  
really  not  so  bad.  Oh,  you’ll  also  notice  that  I  filled  in  the  
third paisley. I just sort of mirrored what she did in the middle one. Now I want to rip out the left one and make it
pretty  like  the  other  two.  I’m  glad,  though,  that  Vickie  and  Maegan  decided  to  chart  this  piece  as  an  actual  reproduction, because it gives us a chance to make our own choices about how to change it and make it our own.
So,  you  say,  where  to  next?  Well,  I  suppose  it  really  doesn’t  matter,  so  long  as  we’re  all  on  track  to  finishing  
before  2015  arrives.  If  you’re  doing  a  page  a  month,  like  me,  you’ll  be  finished  in  November  or  December.  And,  
while  this  isn’t  a  race,  Vickie  &  Maegan  do  have  a  surprise  in  store  for  the  first  finish.  Remember  to  e-mail us
any photos or questions along the way at lucianastitchalong@gmail.com. We try to get back to you as soon as
possible,  but  give  us  a  couple  of  days  in  case  we’re  not  by  a  computer  or  too  busy  stitching.  (When  I’m  not  
working  on  Luciana,  I’m  doing  a  new  NeedleWorkPress  project,  “Hippity  Hop,”  not  because  my  friends  designed  
it, but because I LOVE bunnies, and this one is really cute
and different. See the tiny photo below at right.)
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It’s not too late to begin this gorgeous
reproduction!
Chart - $18

!

Thread Choices:
* Gloriana Tudor silks $73.50
* Gloriana 12-ply silk, $112
* Gentle Art - $46.20

!

Lakeside Linen (460w x 200h)
*50c (52/60) unevenweave $26
*50c evenweave $26
*45c - $25
*40c - $32
*36c - $39

As  for  my  progress,  I’m  going  to  continue  along  the  bottom,  
working with the motifs and possibly re-charting some of the
letters at the top so that when I get back to them, I can stitch
them  in  a  straight  row.  (I’ve  got  to  ask  again,  was  that  girl  
sipping  her  parents’  wine?)  You’ll  see  below,  center,  that  I  
finished off the ends of the little green vine motif at the
bottom.  And  I  can’t  help  but  wonder  if  Luciana’s  wreath  was  
inspired by roses like the ones in my garden (left). Happy
stitching,

Rosi

On 52/60 w/Tudor silks

The Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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More New in the Shop

Clockwise from above left:
“Primavera in Tazza” (which is
Italian for “Spring Cup”) $15.50
(see more of her designs at the
online show) ~ Barbara Ana
Designs’ “Long May She Wave”
$12 (also more to see at the
online show) ~ Rosewood Manor’s
“Spring Has Come ~ Mystery
Sampler Part 2” ~ and 2 from
Nikyscreations, “April Bunny” $14
& “Stitching Friends” $14
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More New in the Shop

Clockwise from above, 4 from Foxwood Crossings, $6 each, “Della Robbia Sleds” ~ “Pear
Sleds” ~ “Pomegranate Sleds” ~ “Saltbox Sleds” ~ and the sleds are $5 each ~
some have ordered dozens of these quick-to-stitch-and-finish adorable ornaments ~
Blackbird Designs’ “Rosy Morning” $9, ninth in their Abecedarian Series ~ and, of
course, we’ve done a silk conversion ~ and Rosewood Manor’s “Pots of Flowers” $15
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New from Samplers Not Forgotten

From above left: “Springtime in My Garden” $16, 269 x 335, features a lovely poem from L.H. Bailey called “The Miracle” that I hope is readable ~ “Mary
Ann Crumley 1829” $22, 244 x 330, with its verse (Why thus in haste sweet boy so soon To go. And leave in tears thy weeping Friends below. Some heavenly voice Dear object
of their love calld hence Thy soul to dwell in realms above Scarce hadst thou learnt the good from All to know Nor yet had drank the Bitter cup of woe. When heaven ordaind no doubt
for reason wise. Thy early sun should set no more to rise Till Calld to meet thy saviour in the skies.” Kimberly tells us the model’s verse is stitched over 1 with Tudor silk.

From above left: “Eliza Dunnings 1850” $12, 127 x 120 ~ “Mary Shepherd” $15, 105 x 138, border in cross stitch, basket in something reminiscent of a rice
stitch, which I love, and the flowers and leaves are outlined and then filled in with stem stitch, creating an exquisite reproduction! I loved this in person! ~ it’s
this adorable “Music Amongst the Trees” $14, 164 x 167 that made me realize I’d failed to show you the previous four on this page since Nashville! Oh,
dear, I know I’m getting forgetful, but this is ridiculous! And it was such a pleasure to meet Kimberly in person at the market. As lovely as her needlework!
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On Its Way! Expected Next Week . . .

Clockwise from upper left: Pineberry Lane’s “Elizabeth Pickford 1842” $12 ~ Blackbird Designs’ “In
Full Glory” $9 (I know, I know, this was introduced on Alma’s blog two weeks ago, but it
was then on its way to the printer, and then to the distributors, and then to us, and then to
you! Many of us are trying to be patient for this one, so if misery loves company, you have
lots of it!) ~ a sweet design from Lindsay Lane Designs’,“Snowflakes in the Spring” $8 ~
“Simple Living Sampler” $10, 220 x 141, from Heartstring Samplery features a most cogent
observation found in a quote from an American naturalist and essayist, John Burroughs
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New from Erica Michaels
Of course each of these
includes the 40c silk
gauze.
From the left:
“Summer” $16 (to
complete the 4 Seasons
Series) ~ “Blossom &
Bloom” $15 ~ “Christ’s
Cross” $17 includes
also the gold grosgrain
ribbon for a bookmark,
but it would be lovely as
a narrow horizontal
sampler!
The
c h a r m i n g r hy m i n g
verse is a 16th century
verse for children
reciting their alphabet.

New from The Trilogy
Clockwise from the left: “Happy Home” w/emb $13 ~ “The Snow is
Coming Down” w/emb $8 (and let’s hope it’s not! Not till December
anyway!) ~ “Baby squared” $12 w/emb ~ and, last but not least, and
not very timely, I’m afraid, “Bunnies Hopping” $13 w/emb
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Here’s a Bit from The Needlework Show

Go here to see these and
more and make your list!

Clockwise from above: 3 from
Barbara Ana Designs,
“Something Wicked” & “The
Rampant Cats Sampler” &
“The Witch, The Crow and
The Pumpkin” ~ Muriel
Berceville’s “Pins & Needles
Needlework Wallet ~ Blu
Cobalto’s “Little Gifts” &
“Pappagallo” ~ Dessins DHC’s
“Gingerbread House”
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Left, SamSarah’s “Happy
Dance” $23 w/fabric,
buttons & hanger ~ all
you need to supply is
the floss & a needle!

!

Right, Mirabilia’s
“Cassiopeia” $14, with
the constellation
“hidden” in the design
and stitched with glowin-the-dark Kreinik!
Very clever indeed!

Coming Next
Week!!
Left, Homespun
Samplar’s “Waldorff ”
$12, 100 x 112

!

Right, Ship’s Manor’s
“Fire and Ice” $12
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7 New Colors in Tudor Silk!!!

From the left: Arnhem Heath ~ Cadfael’s Garden ~ Dried Pink Roses ~ India Ink ~ Quince Blossom ~ Raspberry Parfait ~ Slate Green

About Tudor Silk
Here’s what it says on Gloriana’s Website: Our hand-dyed Tudor Silk is wonderful for stitching on high count fabrics such as 40 & 45 count linens. It
separates into 12 strands, with each strand about half the weight of a "normal" strand of silk floss.
While some customers have used Tudor on 40c over 2, the coverage may not be adequate for your tastes, but it is perfect for over 2 on 45c &
52/60 and over 1 for, for example, sampler verses on 40c, 45c & 52/60. It may also do nicely on other counts over one, such as 28c, 32c & 36c ~
I just personally haven’t tried it yet so I can’t speak to that. A skein lasts a long time, as it is 5 yards of 12-ply lusciousness, giving you 60 yards!
All I know is I love it, and it is now available in 120+ colors, most of which are also available in Gloriana’s Classic silks, the 12-ply floss.

Brenda’s Show & Share at Sampler Sunday
Our last issue included Show & Share at Sampler Sunday, but for an
inexplicable reason, I forgot to include Brenda’s lovely finishes, so here they are!

From the left: Just Nan’s “Gingerbread Jingle
Mouse,” and, yes, he/she is adorable!! ~ Little
House Needleworks’ “Little Sheep Virtues 8Wisdom” ~ Shepherd’s Bush “Spring Box Kit”
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Needleworkers Share

Sharon’s “Secrets of a Queen” from the Amy Mitten
Workshop at our January Symposium ~ inset is
Amy’s model and what Sharon’s will soon look like!

Helen’s “Ann Wade Sampler” from Amy Mitten’s January class at The Attic

Lynne’s “Suck It Up Buttercup” from SamSarah
Designs ~ what a happy flower that is!

Andrea’s “Sampler Frisien 1750” from Gigi
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A Fun Day at The Attic . . .

. . . when this group of friends (for 34 years) came to the Phoenix area for the weekend and visited the shop. Except that Ardie couldn’t join them this
year . . . but so that Ardie wouldn’t miss anything, they brought along a life-sized paperdoll image of Ardie! Who has more fun than a group of
needlewomen? I can’t imagine that others even come close.

So that Ardie wouldn’t miss anything, they propped
her up in a chair in the center of the shop so she
could watch while they shopped. And so she
wouldn’t get bored, she even got to stitch a bit!

Left, Judy brought along her in-progress “Hannah Lancaster”
from The Porcupine Collection from Worcester Art Museum’s
collection. Hannah completed her sampler at Downham
Seminary in England in 1838 with silk floss on very fine wool
ground.
An outstanding feature of this sampler is its
beautiful cross motif worked into the border.
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From Sandy’s Studio

From the left, 3 from Betty’s needles:
“Spring Silhouette Bunny Alleluia”
from Handblessings ~ “ABC’s &
Christmas Trees” from JBW Designs ~
“Happy Spring” from ???? (sorry, I
don’t know)

Below left, Judy’s “Little House Neighborhood” from Little
House Needleworks

!

Below right, my “Mary Hart” from Gigi stitched on 52/60
with Tudor silks. I LOVE the frame that Sandy chose.
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Epilogue

About our Shipping Policies
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Someone has suggested that her credit card
was charged before we even had her
merchandise! Not! With the viral nature of
some FaceBook postings, and the inability to
address some of what’s posted in PM’s, let
me set the record straight.
We NEVER process your credit card
charge until the day we are packaging it for
shipping to you. And 99% of the time it is
taken to the post office on the same day the
charge is processed. Occasionally, but rarely,
it gets to the post office the following day.
We have four different post office facilities
within a six-mile radius of the shop, all with
different times for last pickups, ranging from
4 PM to 6 PM.
If you have instructed us to notify you
prior to processing the charge, we do exactly
that. However, if you order something on
Friday and we tell you it is coming on
Saturday, we do not feel it is necessary to
notify you on Saturday that we are shipping!

If your schedule allows, I would highly recommend this, the
world’s largest Easter pageant, right here in Mesa. It is for all
religions, ages and cultures, and it is free. An amazing cast of
450 people in beautiful costumes give a nightly performance
starting at 8 p.m. on the north lawn of the Mesa, Arizona
Tempe Visitors’ Center, 525 East Main Street. Go to this
Website for more information and to see the video. It is a powerful and moving presentation with
beautiful music and the perfect pre-Easter message of hope.

Left,The Harmony in Motion group, one of several
musical groups at Joy Christian, put on a concert for
family and friends before leaving on a weekend
singing tour ~ here they’re “Singing in the Rain” ~
Hannah, front left.

!

Right, the unmistakable fragrance of the Islands was a
wonderful treat in our home from some lovely leis
that Jer & Nan brought with them as they came
through Phoenix for a few days on their return trip
from Oahu to Wisconsin.
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